
From: Eugene Bachmanov
To: Valdez, Anthony E (ENV)
Cc: Geiger, Chris (ENV); Raphael, Deborah (ENV)
Subject: Public Comment for Commission on the Environment Meeting, JANUARY 24, 2017, item 4
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 2:19:35 PM

 

 
Subject:  Public Comment for Commission on the Environment Meeting, JANUARY
 24, 2017, item 4 

 

Dear Commissioners,

The use of Tier I & II herbicides is NOT the protection of the environment - is a degradation
 and poisoning of the environment.
Under no circumstances should these poisons be used in parks and in the watershed.

They should not be used anywhere on Earth, especially for a dubious goal of
 "restoring" the habitat to something which presumably was here about 250 years
 ago.
It is particularly ironic that these toxins are regularly used in areas deceptively called
 natural.

A flimsy category of "native" plant (what is native? why is it called native? how long
 ago was it supposed to be here to be called native?) allows the poisoning of the
 environment and sacrifices health of the residents to the profits for the chemical
 companies.
 
Contrary to what is said in IPM's Issues and Responses to public comments on Draft
 2017 Reduced Risk Pesticide List (#10) "the outright ban" is the only thing which will
 serve the public interest". 
We are outraged with the continued and unjustified use of herbicides. We are
 complaining constantly. 
We would like to see the public complains which allegedly were happening in 1996.
 How many were there? Do you have a record of any? Why these alleged complains
 were taken into the consideration while our complains are totally ignored?
The priorities should be clear - the 1996 pesticide ban should be reinstated - at least
 as it is related to herbicides in parks and on watershed.
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Contrary to what is said in in IPM's Issues and Responses (#23) herbicides ARE
 harming the bees and other pollinators - the design is different from fungicides and
 insecticides - but it doesn't mean that they are in any way good for insects. By the
 time the demonstrated effects are well established it might be too late for bees and
 butterflies. There are "data showing systemic effects of herbicides" on butterflies
 "relevant for the use cases found in San Francisco".
Hear is April 2, 2012 article in SF Chronicle “Weed Killers Threaten Lange’s
 Metalmark Butterfly.” It describes a study (commissioned by U.S. Fish and Wildlife
 Service) which found that use of herbicides to restore butterfly habitat actually kills
 about 30% of these butterflies:
http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Weed-killers-threaten-Lange-s-metalmark-
butterfly-3451816.php 

Please do not allow any Toxicity Category I & II herbicides in our parks and in the
 watershed.
Please include this email into the meeting minutes.

Sincerely,
Eugene Bachmanov & Raisa Chudnovskaya

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Weed-killers-threaten-Lange-s-metalmark-butterfly-3451816.php
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From: Jean Balibrera
To: Valdez, Anthony E (ENV)
Subject: Today"s agenda re toxic herbisides
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 9:16:58 AM

I cannot attend the meeting today, but think the use of Toxicity Category I and II are not
 necessary, since safer alternatives are available. 
I have walked in our Golden Gate park and been turned away from some paths , with signage
 warning me not to enter due to recent spraying.
Not only humans are at risk, but the ecosystem that we enjoy.
Sincerely,
Jean Balibrera

mailto:jean.balibrera@gmail.com
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From:
To: Valdez, Anthony E (ENV)
Cc: Geiger, Chris (ENV); Raphael, Deborah (ENV)
Subject: Commission on the Environment Meeting, JANUARY 24, 2017, item 4, Public Comment
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 10:37:28 AM

Dear Commissioners,
 
San Francisco should not use category I & II herbicides. It is not necessary. It is in
 violation of the precautionary principle.
I understand that the city cannot regulate the pesticide use by the residents - thanks
 to the efforts of the chemical companies and the accommodating legislature - but at
 the very least the city itself should not use them.
The mission of the "Natural" Areas Program (Natural Resource Division now) is
 deforestation ("conversion of forested areas to native scrub and grass habitat"), and
 therefore acceleration of the global warming, and poisoning the environment
 ("biodiversity conservation" via herbicides). The techniques used are not safe at all.
 All tier I & II (non-organic) herbicide use is unnecessary, all of it damages the
 environment and endangers the public. You don't really know what the risk to the
 public is until many years later. You don't know what amount is unsafe until many
 years later.
Agent Orange is a good example. On KALW recently a journalist was talking about
 working on article about birth defects in Vietnam now - due to Agent Orange use
 during the war.
In January of 2015 VA administration finally recognized that dry residue of Agent
 Orange on the plains used during the Vietnam War might be the cause of illnesses
 and deaths of pilots flying these plains years later.
A recent study published by Nature.com shows evidence of liver disease from long-
term low-dose exposure to Roundup: http://www.nature.com/articles/srep39328 .
I'm also providing a link to the SF Forest Alliance post about this study:
 https://sfforest.org/2017/01/24/roundup-herbicide-and-liver-disease-a-new-study/ .
 
In one of the IPM's responses to public comments on herbicides in parks it is stated
 that IPM's CONSULTANTS "used exposure estimates ... and concluded that
a dog would need to eat 6 pounds of freshly sprayed (with Triclopyr) vegetation in one
 day in order to have any detectable effects". Dogs are all different - as are people.
What size is this theoretical dog (if it's not theoretical - does PETA knows about it?)? 
 What breed? For how long has this dog been observed? Are the numbers in this
 estimate just plugged in as the consultants see fit to come to a desired conclusion?
I would suggest that the proponents of the herbicide use eat salad freshly sprayed
 with it and are observed until there are the detectable effects. Which might take time
 - and then there is no proof that subsequent health problems/death would be caused
 by that salad.
 
Thank you,
Susanna Klebaner

mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org
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From: Svetlana Savchuk
To: Valdez, Anthony E (ENV)
Cc: Geiger, Chris (ENV); Raphael, Deborah (ENV)
Subject: Commission on the Environment Meeting, JANUARY 24, 2017 - Public Comment
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 3:42:02 PM

Dear Commissioners,

Below are our comments on Draft 2017 Reduced Risk Pesticide List - Public
 Comments and Agency Responses.

1. Instead of engaging in the positing signage modifications, defining areas
 frequented by children, and designated trails it should be recognized that the use of
 toxicity I & II synthetic herbicides in parks and watersheds should be strictly
 prohibited.
The only time the use of such toxic pesticides can be justified is when the harm of not
 using them outweighs the harm of using them. It is clearly not the case for plants in
 parks & watersheds. These toxins are also very harmful to the wildlife. Insects, birds,
 and animals cannot read.
As you might know glyphosate was recently found in almost all organic produce
 tested and in all non-organic but not glyphosate-treated produce tested:
http://healthimpactnews.com/2014/alert-certified-organic-food-grown-in-u-s-found-
contaminated-with-glyphosate-herbicide/ 
It is sprayed in one place and it contaminates the Earth. San Francisco, claiming to
 be a green city, should not participate in this contamination.

2. All hazard tier I & II herbicides should be banned. The only time tier I & II
 PESTICIDES should be allowed to be used is when the harm of not using them
 outweighs the harm of using them. It is clearly not the case for HERBICIDES.
The response to comment #10 cites public complaints about deferred maintenance in
 1996.
We are publicly complaining about the use of herbicides in parks and watersheds -
 our complains are being ignored by elected and unelected  officials.
Are there any complains logs? How many deferred maintenance complains were
 logged in 1996? Are any complains about the use of highly toxic herbicides in parks
 now logged and counted? 

3. If the use of hazard tier I & II herbicides is not allowed there would be no spraying
 and no need for licensed applicator.

4. The response #13 cites the possibility of young, resprouting trees functioning as
 "ladder fuels".
Why isn't there a concern about those young trees being cut and left on the ground to
 eventually dry out?
Or about the vegetation sprayed - to become dead and totally dry - left in place - as is
 routinely done on Mt. Davidson? Isn't the dry vegetation much more of a fire risk than
 the young trees in wet conditions?
Of course the proper thing to do is not to cut big healthy trees to start with, as NAP
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 (NRD) has done on so many occasions - either for "native restorations", or under the
 guises of various projects (as the Wild Equity Appeal of NRAMP EIR certifications
 publicly acknowledges).
Of course, with implementation of the monstrosity called NRAMP, with cutting down
 18,488 mature trees, the herbicide application would by through the roof - poisoning
 the people and the environment.

5. The risk of treatments (poisoning) is not "negligible". The risks are substantial and
 the extent of harm can often not be determined until much later.
In January of 2015 VA administration recognized that dry residue of Agent Orange on
 the plains used during the Vietnam War might be the cause of illnesses and deaths
 of pilots flying these plains years after the war was over. We heard a journalist on
 public radio talking about his upcoming article about birth defects in Vietnam
 attributable to the Agent Orange.
It took over 40 years for studies showing the harm of glyphosate to be acknowledged
 in WHO designation of it as "probable carcinogen".
A recent study published by Nature.com shows evidence of liver disease from long-
term low-dose exposure to Roundup:
https://sfforest.org/2017/01/24/roundup-herbicide-and-liver-disease-a-new-study/ .

6. Despite being designed for plants - "to interfere with plant metabolism, not insect or
 mammal metabolism" - the herbicides do, indeed, harm pollinators. Not just by
 "decimation of milkweed" due to spraying of corn fields.  April 2, 2012 article in SF
 Chronicle “Weed Killers Threaten Lange’s Metalmark Butterfly” describes a study
 which found that use of herbicides to restore butterfly habitat actually kills about 30%
 of these butterflies:
http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Weed-killers-threaten-Lange-s-metalmark-
butterfly-3451816.php 

Please include our email into the meeting minutes.

Sincerely,
Svetlana Savchuk & Valentin Ignatovski

 

https://sfforest.org/2017/01/24/roundup-herbicide-and-liver-disease-a-new-study/
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From: Nancy Wuerfel
To: Valdez, Anthony E (ENV)
Cc: dan@fuf.net
Subject: Comment to be sent to Commissioners
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2017 2:59:48 PM

Hi Anthony,

Please forward this email to all the Commissioners for their consideration at the Full
 Commission January 24th Meeting regarding item 7-- Review and Approval of the
 Department of the Environment’s Fiscal Year 2017-18 and 2018-19 Budget.  

1)  I request that the wording to describe the function of the Urban Forestry
 Program budget be amended to reflect the full scope of work that the Urban
 Forestry Council is charged with by two municipal ordinances - one in the
 Environment Code and one in the Public Works  Code.  The description should
 acknowledge both mandatory code functions of the UFC so that the budget can
 be justified to adequately support this work. Suggested amendment is
 underlined:

Urban Forest
The Urban Forest program implements the Urban Forestry Council Ordinance (SF Environment
 code chapter 12) and the Urban Forestry Ordinance (SF Public Works Code, article 16, section 810
 Landmark Trees) , provides education programs and information on tree management, and creates
 innovative funding strategies for the City’s urban forest. The program develops legislation and
 serves as an information hub to other agencies and the general public to improve the health of the
 urban forest and increase its benefits to residents.

2)  I request that the Environment Organizational Chart submitted with the
 budget to the Mayor be amended to include the existance of the Urban Forestry
 Council. In the past, the UFC was clearly shown on the org chart as a
 responsibility performed by the Dept of the Environment. It is now time to
 restore this important body to a place on the org chart to show that  you respect
 the work of the Council.

Thank you for making these changes to language that accompanies to the
 proposed budget.
 
Sincerely,
Nancy Wuerfel

mailto:nancenumber1@aol.com
mailto:anthony.e.valdez@sfgov.org
mailto:dan@fuf.net
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Ifrom November 2 1PM paper

Table 4. Summary of Tier I Herbicide Use
First Three Quarters - lbs active ingredient
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*No 2010 Mission Bay data. Some percentages deviate slightly from those reported by agencies,
due to differing methods used.

kill native plants.

How can coyote brush be

‘invading? That’s like

saying the French have

Department 2010 2015 2016 2010-16: % 2015-16: %
Reduction Reduction

Recreation & Parks 289.5 41.0 14.2 95% 65%

NaturalAreas 9.5 11.7 7.4 22% 37%

Parks & Facilities 48.8 28.7 3.7 92% 87%

Golf 231.2 0.6 3.1 99% 417%

Public Works 129.2 33.9 30.3 77% 11%

Public Utilities 39.2 194.4 153.7 -292% 21%

City Dist Div 12.8 37.0 8.0 38% 78%

Other 26.4 157.4 145.7 452% 7%

Airport 119.7 327.6 286.4 -139% 13%

DOll/Mission Bay* N/A 52.3 0.0 NIA 100%

Recreation & Parks Department: RPD dramatically reduced its overall use oil Tier I products in 2016. 1
Applications were reduced by 65% between Q1-Q3 of 2015 compared to Q1-Q3 of 2016, and by 87% in
parks (excluding golf and natural areas). The overall reduction since 2010 is 95%. In parks, there were
no Tier I herbicides used in publicly accessible areas with the exception of three sites treated in February,
before trainings on the new herbicide restrictions were conducted. RPD Natural Areas Program usage
reduced by 37% since 201 5.[One large poison oak infestation was treated along a trail in Glen Canyon
Park; the remainder of the treatments were conducted in six more remote areas, mostly for Oxalis and
pampas grass, but also for other woody shrubs invading coastal grassland remnants, including coyote I

I brush.I Contrary to expectations, use of Tier II herbicides also decreased by 23% during this period.

Figure 3. Tier I Herbicide Use, Recreation & Parks Department
This is a lie.
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from materials for January 9 Policy Committee

Nature at work.

AUACHMENT B: ISSUES AND RESPONSES
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that juvenile foliage is less flammable than mature leaves and branches, but if not recut the
sprouts become thickets of small trees, with high fuel density. Young trees can function as
ladder fuels to transfer small fires into higher levels of the forest canopy. Fuel density and

ladder fuels are widely accepted as important contributors to fire risk. The USDA Fire Effects
Information System (FEIS) features numerous references on the fire hazards of E. globulis,
such as Osterling, Ralph S. 1983. Managing a coastal bluegum (Eucalyptus globulus)
forest.
We cannot assume that the average city resident is aware of the extremely low rates of
pesticide use on City properties, and transparency is a fundamental goal under the City’s
Precautionary Principle. The 1PM Ordinance requires that all pesticide applications on City
properties be posted for three days before the planned application, with the sign remaining
for four days after the application. Signs must be placed in locations most likely to be seen
by people using the site. The ordinance allows a few exemptions to the posting requirement,
such as median strips in roadways or certain baits used in structures; in these cases, the
information must be available at a central location (in a building or via the 311 line). The
2016 version of ‘Restrictions on Most Hazardous Herbicides” further addressed public
concerns by requiring greater specificity in the posting regarding the exact location of the
treatment. The restrictions also prohibited any tier I herbicide use in areas frequented by
children, on designated trails, or within 15 feet of a designated trail, as well as requiring that
any tier I herbicide treatments be marked with blue dye. If tier I herbicides are required for
public health purposes - such as a large poison oak bush near a trail - there must be some
kind of physical barrier erected, such as contractor fencing, caution tape, or orange cones.
The current draft of the restrictions includes a specific list of 146 childrens’ play areas,
improved language on “designated paths,” a requirement that posting signs mention the use
of blue dye, and a requirement that the dye be readily visible.
The wording of the 2016 restrictions allows limited tier I herbicide use on “invasive species
that pose a threat to local, native, rare, threatened or endangered species or ecosystems,
and which cannot be controlled by other means.” On receiving the report of this treatment,
SFE staff immediately contacted Natural reas staff to ensure that the restrictions were
being followed. Natural Areas staff treatedCoyote Bush round the perimeter of a small
area of Glen Canyon Park native coastal grassland that they are protecting. Without native
elk or other large herbivores gresent, brushy vegetation sometimes takes over these
grasslands. Similar management actions are occasionally performed by the Public Utilities
Commission on properties in San Mateo County, in order to protect populations of
endangered plant species there. Staff said there was no targetting of sticky monkey flower
olants. and never is. SFE concluded that there was no violation of the restrictions.

B Biodiversity

17

NAP staff said they did not and will not target sticky monkey flower. Clearly they did,

clearly they lied, and clearly they cannot be trusted going forward.

The Department of Environment is abetting violation of the purported intent of these

restrictions.
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constitute a fire hazard any
more than a healthy growing
tree does.
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How can the public know
where pesticides are applied?

Why were Rec & Park staff
spraying native Coyote Bush
and sticky monkey flower in
natural areas? This is a
violation of the restrictions.

16 You do not pro
of invasive spe
you not use th
Invasive Plant
invasive plants

Apparently, the NAP and 1PM think it’s ok to use Tier 1 herbicides to kill native plants.

The justification is that coyote brush is an invasive species. What?! A species that is

native to an ecosystem cannot be invasive in that same ecosystem. It’s just Mother

What is the evidence that the See the response above. The negligible risk of treatments, compared against the prospect

use of herbicides is warranted of permanently losing some of the City’s biodiversity hotspots, drove this decision.
by the need to “preserve
biodiversity”
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The Natural Areas Program made the largest the largest Tier 1 herbicide
application in the City last year.

The sign posted by the NAP said they were spraying poison oak and shrubs.

The NAP report to 1PM said they sprayed poison oak & didn’t mention shrubs.

The November 2 1PM paper justifies this spraying as:

“One large poison oak infestation was treated along a trail in Glen Canyon Park”

With every iteration we move farther from the truth.

Three NRD gardeners broadcast sprayed the border of a grass area with 46 oz. of
glyphosate.

They created a 4000 square foot halo of dead plants around the grass.

The plants they killed were primarily coyote brush, along with sticky monkey
flower and a tiny amount of poison oak.

This was broadcast spraying

They did not treat a poison oak infestation along a trail.

The plants killed were not invasive, they were native plants.



ATTACHMENT B: DRAFT 2017 REDUCED RISK PESTICIDE LIST

2017 San Francisco Reduced Risk Pesticide List:
Restrictions on “most hazardous” (Tier I) herbicides

12/6/16 DRAFT

Background
The restrictions below were created in a public process by the San Francisco Department of the Environment
Integrated Pest Management Program in close consultation with all City & County of San Francisco departments
involved in land management activities, in keeping with the Precautionary Principle and Integrated Pest
Management ordinances (Environment Code, Chapters 1 and 3). These restrictions apply only to ‘most hazardous”
herbicides, defined here as herbicide products rated as “Tier I” using San Francisco’s Pesticide Hazard Screening
Protocol. US EPA label restrictions take precedence and must be followed. All other uses of ‘most hazardous”
herbicides require an exemption granted by the San Francisco Department of the Environment.

Conditions of use for “most hazardous” herbicides
General requirements

1. All trcatcd areas postings must be clearly noticcd identify the area to be treated, marked be set up
three days before treatment, and be identifiable for four days after the treatment. Blue indicator dyes
must be used for spray treatments except on golf courses or in cases where posting is not otherwise
required. The use of blue dye must be noted on the posting. Dye must be mixed at a concentration
thpt it rIrIv yigihIc to tho niiI nhrvr

5. If there is a trail, it’s because people frequently walk there. Is the objective to protect the public, or to

facilitate the use of chemicals? Spraying along trails frequented by the public, but unliked by the land
manager, is punitive.

6. Who gives a damn about spray booms? It’s spraying to achieve blanket coverage that we object to.

7. Why was the primary statement prohibiting use in “areas frequented by children” removed?

General prohibitions:
4. No use for purely cosmetic purposes. including turf areas as well as other managed landscapos.
5. No use within 15 feet of docignatod, activoly maintainod public paths. “Designated public paths” oro

walking paths that appoar on park maps. If maps do not exist for a park, then “designated public paths”
moons paths that are actively maintained by City operations.

6. No broadcast spraying using a spray boom is permitted, except for targeted treatments at Harding Park
golf course in preparation for tournament play. other areas freauented by children including

7. No use on the grounds of schools, preschools, or..othcr areas frequented by children or childrens’ play
areas (see attached list or website map at http://sfrecpark.org/parks-open-spaces/find-a-destination/,

8. No use within buffer zones (generally 6fl fnfl around water bodies designated as rod legged frog
kkf.+ Destipidp ““ uiiu I uu legged habitat will be limited as described in the California
ruu iuyged rruy Stipulated Injunction.

9. No use on blackberry (Rubus) plants when fruits are present.

Allowed uses (only as method of last resort):
10 Airport runways faIlir under F regulations.
11. Areas falling under state or federal vegetation management requirements, including airport runways,

utility rights of way and easements, dams, reservoirs, and watershed lands. If treatments are required
within 15 feet of public paths in these areas, a physical barrier must be erected around the treated
area.

12. Cases judged by City pest management professionals as posing a significant public safety, public

health or fire risk, for example, poison oak along popular trails or resprouting trees that constitute a fire

1



ATTACHMENT B: DRAFT 2017 REDUCED RISK PESTICIDE LIST

hazard. If such treatments are necessary within 15 feet of a designated public path, a physical barrier
must be erected around the treated area.

13. Landscape renovauon nroviooa na weed nrnvcntion measures are nut in niioo anu tno troatod area
is fcnced off for four “c after treatment. native threatened or endangered species

14. Invasive species that pose a threat to local, native, rare, threatened or endangered species or
ecosystems, and which cannot be controlled by other means, except as prohibited under the General
Prohibitions section above.

15. Street median strips in situations where alternative control measures pose safety risks to applicators or
the public

13. Almost anything could qualify as a landscape renovation allowing Unnecessary” use of Tier 1
herbicide. This loophole makes a joke out of the Restrictions. Each landscape renovation should be
evaluated individually as an exception.

14. Why the complex redundant language for native plant protection? Clean it up so people can
understand what it means. Depending on actual intent it should either read:
“a threat to native threatened or endangered species”
or
“a threat to native species or ecosystems”

These definitions must be added to give the document meaning.

broadcast spraying - distribution of an agricultural chemical product uniformly

over the entire area to be treated and not just to specific plants in the area

invasive species a plant, fungus, or animal species that is not native to

the San Francisco Bay Area (an introduced species) , and which has a tendency to

spread to a degree believed to cause damage to the environment, human economy

or human health. It must be listed by CalI?C as high or moderate invasiveness

to qualify.



ATTACHMENT B: DRAFT 2017 REDUCED RISK PESTICIDE LIST

List of Childrens’ Play Areas in San Francisco

10th Ave & Clement Mini
Park
24thlYork Mini Park

Why aren’t dog play areas in here? Children frequently

accompany their parents on dog walking outings.

Angelo J. Rossi Plgd
Aptos Plgd
Argonne Children’s Play Area
Balboa Park and Pool

_______

“Bayview Playground
MLK Jr. Pool”
Bernal Heights Rec Center
Boeddeker Park, Father Alfred E
Brooks Park
Brotherhood Head Mini Park

_______

Buchanan Street Mall - N of Turk
Buchanan Street Mall - S of Turk
Buchanan Street Mall @ Fulton
Buena Vista Park
Bush/Broderick Mini Park
Cabrillo Plgd
Carl Larsen Park
Cayuga Plgd
Cayuga/Lamartine Mini Park
Chinese Recreation Center
Coleridge Mini Park
Cow Hollow Playground
Crocker Amazon Plgd (@Genev
Crocker Amazon Plgd (@ Italy)
Crocker Amazon Plgd (@La Gra
Douglass Playground
Duboce Park Playground there.

Eureka Valley Playground

_______________

Excelsior Plgd
Franklin Square
Fulton Playground
Garfield Square
George Christopher Plgd

________

Gilman Playground
Glen Canyon Park, Rec Ctr, Silver Tree
Golden Gate Heights Park
Golden Gate Park - 10th Ave & Fulton Ch
Play Area (GGP Section 2)
Golden Gate Park (Herschel Spillman Ca
(GGP Sect 1)
Golden Gate Park (Koret)
Golden Gate Park (Lincoln) - (GGP Section 6)
Golden Gate Park (Stow Lake) - Mother’s Meadow
(GGP Section 4)
Grattan PIgd
Hamilton Plgd
Hayes Valley Plgd
Hellen Wills Park
Herz Plgd

• Hilltop Park
• Holly Park

] Huntington Park
HydeNallejo Mini Park
India Basin Shoreline Park
J P Murphy Plgd

J Jackson Plgd
• James Rolph Jr Plgd
• Joe DiMaggio Plgd
• John McLaren Park (Gambier/Burrows)
• .Icihn MnI rn Park (flrniin Picnic & CPA)

eru)

m Arts (North)
m Arts (South)
PlayArea

Junipero Serra PIgd
Jun Commons
KellochNelasco Park
Kidpower Park - Hoff Street
Koshland Park
Lafayette Park
Laurel Hill Plgd
Lessing/Sears Mini Park
Lincoln ParklPlgd
Liffle Hollywood Park
Louis Sutter Plgd
Margaret Hayward Plgd
McCoppin Square
McKinley Square
Merced Heights Plgd
Michelangelo Plgd
Midtown Terrace Plgd
Minnie & Lovie Ward
Miraloma Plgd
Mission Dolores Park Play Structure - Helen Diller
Mission Playground
Mission Rec Center
Moscone Rec Center (East)
Moscone Rec Center (West - Yerba Buena)
Mountain Lake Park
Muriel Leff Mini Park
Noe Valley Children’s Playground (Noe Valley
Courts)
Palega Plgd
Palou/Phelps Park
Panhandle Playground (GGP Section 1)
Parkside Square
Parque Ninos Unidos
Patricia’s Green
Peixotto Plgd
Portsmouth Square
Potrero del Sol
Potrero Hill Rec Center - North (lower)
Potrero Hill Rec Center - South (upper)

Community gardens are conspicuously
absent. Kids come there with their
parents.

What about Corona
Heights? Kids are
always climbing
around the rocks

How is the safe zone

around Silver Tree
defined?

Why isn’t Heron’s Head Park

here? Its a frequent outing
destination for kids.
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Executive Summary

In September 2016, Brightline convened a broad range of stakeholders for a summit discussing
the needs of Bayview-Hunters Point (BVHP) and other marginalized communities in the Bay
Area. This report summarizes state and local government presentations as well as community
ideas on how to invest in disadvantaged communities.

Given impending changes on the
federal level, the issues raised during
Brightline’s Sustainability Summit have
become more important than ever.
The Trump Administration has
proposed several Cabinet appointees
who have spoken openly about
dismantling worker protections and
environmental programs. These
moves would only exacerbate the
issues faced by BVHP and other
marginalized communities. More
collaboration is urgently needed
between community, government
agencies, and the private sector to
meet the needs of households lacking access to jobs and clean environments.

These are the highlights from Brightline’s Sustainability Summit:

• Climate change threatens the health and environment of Bayview-Hunters Point
residents. Through several regulatory agencies, the State of California has
subsequently recognized Bayview-Hunters Point as one of the state’s most
disadvantaged communities.

• Summit attendees are most concerned about the threats of water scarcity and water
contamination associated with climate change. Additionally, an active Superfund site’s
radiation levels continue to threaten the community’s health.

• About 23.5% of Bayview-Hunters Point community members live in poverty, and
workforce equity remains another priority for the community.

• Youth from local, low-income communities need more employment opportunities in the
tech sector and green economy. To this end, better financial assistance should be
provided, and barriers to participating in job training programs need to be eliminated.

• Many computer labs and programs provide low-income youth throughout the City with
technical skills training needed for employment in the tech industry. The tech sector
should leverage these programs and form more partnerships to help youth develop the
skills needed to access tech jobs.

• Community members want to strengthen relationships with their elected officials.
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I. Introduction.

On September 7th 2016, Brightline convened a policy summit in San Francisco. Set in the
Southeast Community facility of Bayview-Hunters Point, the Summit brought together forty
organizations and over ninety people representing community, government, and the private
sector. The discussion emphasized local and state investments needed by low-income
communities because they lack the resources to adapt to changing environmental conditions and
have higher levels of pollution and poverty.

II. Engagement between Government and Community

Local and state policymakers, such as Bayview-Hunters
Point’s Supervisor Malia Cohen and California
Assemblymembers Phil Ting and David Chin,
articulated the urgent need to prepare disadvantaged
communities for the impending impacts of climate
change.

The Summit’s attendees participated in smaller group
discussions and articulated the needs of Bayview
Hunters Point residents in three areas: workforce,
environment, and education. These community-driven discussions were led by:

• Mission Hiring Hall Executive Director Don Marcos
• Community Youth Center Executive Director Sarah Wan
• A. Philip Randolph Institute Executive Director Jacqueline Fun
• Lurninalt President and CEO Jeanine Cotter
• Young Community Developers Executive Director Shamann Walton
• SF Department of Environment Communications Director Donnie Oliveira
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III. Our communities, particularly youth, need more employment opportunities.

In discussion groups, attendees to the summit provided
insight and inspiration by delving into where San Francisco
workforce development initiatives began, where we are
now, and where they need to go.

A. Hiring policies within construction provide a
local hiring framework.

Attendees recalled that San Francisco’s “good faith” hiring policy had previously failed to
deliver opportunities to individuals in marginalized communities such as Bayview-Hunters
Point. The passage and implementation of San Francisco’s Local Hiring Policy for Construction
has been a monumental success and has led to a significant increase in hiring from the City’s
most marginalized communities. Summit attendees recounted ways to improve the program and
remove impediments, which may lead to greater participation from young adults.

Enacted in 2011, San Francisco’s Local Hiring Policy
for Construction requires city contractors to hire local
and disadvantaged workers within every construction
trade on city-funded construction. Five years later, the
Policy has been celebrated as a wild success as local
hiring by worker hours has increased from 20% to
45% in June 2016. with corresponding increases in
gender and racial diversity on worksites.

Thanks to the Surdna foundation, Brightline’s work
has since impacted a number of municipal
jurisdictions in Washington, Maryland, New Jersey,
Delaware, and Rhode Island.

B. The tech industry should leverage currently existing programs to prioritize career
pathways and local hiring from underemployed and unemployed communities.

Keeping in mind the City’s local hiring successes, Summit attendees discussed creating job
opportunities for longtime residents in the now expansive tech industry in San Francisco.
Summit attendees urged greater diversity is needed within the tech workforce and greater
partnerships are needed with community-based organizations. Cultural and generational gaps
have resulted in BVHP youth being unable to access the tech sector quickly enough.

SF LOCAL HIRING POLICY
FOR CONSTRUCTION

Hoodllne Latest neighbod,oodbusinez ncs te

Eamiücr .
Rightforthejob

•
Local hiring mandate
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In San Francisco, both government and community-based organizations are working quickly to
meet this challenge. For instance, the Office of Economic and Workforce Development
(OEWD) is building a unique apprenticeship concept for the tech industry: the TechSF
Accelerator Program. Offering Registered Apprenticeships for individuals in tech occupations,
the program will serve 300 individuals over the next four years and establish a 75% diversity
target specifically seeking participation of women, people of color, young men and women and
Veterans. BVHP residents can access information through OEWD’s Access Points including
Young Community Developers (YCD) and FACES. TechSF also offers Pop-up Coding Labs at
College Track for 14-18 year olds to learn about coding languages and tech career options.

Community Youth Center (CYC) Computer Clubhouse and Tablet Class

Another example of pre-existing community space that can be leveraged, CYC’s Computer
Clubhouse is one of the few community-based state-of-the-art facilities in San Francisco.
From Bayview-Hunters Point to the Tenderloin, many low-income families do not have
computer or internet access at home. The Computer Clubhouse thus serves a diverse
population of low income and underserved youth, families and seniors with programs to
increase access to San Francisco’s booming technology sector. Funding has been provided
from multiple institutional sources such as Intel, but CYC seeks greater utilization of this
space from SF’s newer tech companies.

More recently, CYC has been providing classes in the Bayview to teach Chinese
monolingual/limited English proficient seniors the different uses of an elecfronic tablet and
social networking. few culturally and linguistically acceptable classes exist, and seniors have
subsequently been more connected with family members and friends as well as more aware of
current news and trends.

Immigrant seniors in CYC ‘s Bayview qftlce
participate in the Tablet Class.
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Bayview YMCA: a tech partnership within BVHP

BVHP YMCA has partnered with Year Up to provide
programming that meets the unique needs of BVHP
youth. Youth must complete a 12-week personal
development program. Participants receive the support
needed to overcome the trauma associated with being
raised in a high-crime community and gain basic
information technology skills required for Year Up’s
program. After completing the program, participants
engage in Year Up’s year-long program where they gain
the skills needed to access jobs in the corporate sector.

C. Job training should be supplemented by wrap-around services.

Summit participants discussed the various job
training programs administered by
government agencies and nonprofits. During
this conversation, they pointed out the need to
provide wrap-around services to participants
in apprenticeship and pre-apprenticeship
programs. financial support and access to
mentors are necessary to ensure program
completion.

Community leaders also stressed the need for
more complementary services that provide
youth with the skills necessary to join the
“green economy” and “tech economy.” Service learning opportunities provide a forum to
explore careers while also developing soft skills necessary to succeeding in a professional
environment.

Mission Hiring Hall: LIFE-UP

The Low-Income family Employment Upgrade Program (LIFE-UP) is an innovative approach to
helping low-income families raise the capital needed to build their assets. MHH works with
families and the private sector to assist families in obtaining jobs that result in a 15% annual
income increase. This money is set aside in a savings account, and at the end of the two-year
program, community partners match the amount in the account. Families receive wrap-around
services so that they do not have to tap into their savings during the two-year period. Originally,
LIFE-UP envisioned that families would use the money for mortgage down payments, hut
increased costs due to the housing shortage and lottery systems in place in affordable housing
development projects have served as obstacles. In response, participants have utilized the funds in
their savings accounts for general asset building such as education or technical training programs.
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IV. Climate change policies need to become more accessible.

Community leaders acknowledged the existence of policies that promote environmental
sustainability and the green economy, but pointed out that most policies are not tailored to meet
the needs of disadvantaged communities. Even in progressive San Francisco, many people
remain unaware of how their daily actions contribute to climate change and how, due to factors
like geography, their communities will be hit hardest. Climate change education should target
youth in the community so that they can understand how climate change will affect their lives
and the urgent need for them to support policies tailored to addressing these impacts.

Community leaders suggested creating other programs but pointed out that the success of
environmental policies in general depends on who shoulders the unintended costs. As achieving
economic self-sufficiency is the priority, families are less likely to adopt costly environmental
practices when the benefits are intangible but the

The Resilient Youth Leadership
costs all too real. Academy (RYLA)

RYLA provides 10 youth from
Bayview-Hunters Point with
professional and personal skills to
become leaders in their community.
Developed by the A. Philip Randolph
Institute in partnership with various
agencies including the SFPUC, the 8-
week program teaches youth how
climate change impacts BVHP. The
goal of RYLA is to empower its
participants as community leaders.

BVHP is now recognized as a community in need of state-level investment.

Summit attendees celebrated the inclusion of Bayview-Hunters Point as a community
needing state-level investment. This tool, termed California Environmental Screen (CES or
‘CalEnviroScreen”) draft version 3.0, looks at twenty indicators to identify the communities
most burdened by pollution and most susceptible to the health and environmental impacts of
pollution.

Assemblymembers Ting and Chiu as well as SF Mayor Ed Lee have championed the
inclusion of BVHP, but continue to work to include more Bay Area communities currently
excluded in CalEnviroScreen Version 3.0.

RYLA visits Bright/the in July 2016.
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V. Community members want more opportunities to engage with policymakers.

State Assemblymembers Phil Ting and David Chiu engaged Summit attendees and held a Q&A
session that allowed community leaders to voice their concerns and ideas directly to them. The
Assemblymembers encouraged organizations to bring youth to their Sacramento offices so they
can get exposed to the Legislature’s work.

111 fl [ The San Francisco Department of

H II —
Public Health presented on how BVHP

I I will be particularly impacted by rising
sea levels and higher temperatures, and
also held a session to understand the
communities’ perceptions on climate
change. For its SB 350 Barriers Report,
the California Energy Commission
sought more information to inform its
understanding of barriers for low
income communities to access the clean
energy economy, which was adopted on
December 14, 2016.1 SF Department

of Environment and Department Director Deborah Raphael extensively engaged Summit
attendees as well.

VI. Conclusion

Brightline thanks everyone who attended the Summit and made the event a success. For the
creation of this report, we would also like to specifically recognize the writing efforts of
Brightline legal fellow Ivan Jimenez and volunteer attorney Oscar Gonzalez de Llano.
Throughout the summer and fall of 2016, planning and community organizing for the Summit
depended on the dedication of Jennifer Ye, Betty Wong, and Aastha Shah. Finally, we would
like to extend a special thanks to Solomon So for his photography included in this report.
Though the challenges are daunting ahead, Brightline remains optimistic about finding more
opportunities to empower our communities and create sustainable environments.

The final published report may be viewed on the CEC”s website at:
http:Ilwww.energy .ca.govlsb3 50/barriers_report!
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*data was collected by San Francisco Department of Public Heath at Brightlines SListainability Summit held on September 2016
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Why are Bayview Hunteres Point Sustainability Summit

participants concerned about climate change?
Government stakeholders and community representatives were asked to pick their top

three climate-related concerns:
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Weed killers threaten Langes metalmark
butterfly
Peter Fimrite

Monday, April 2, 2012

Weed killers commonly used to control invasive plants in the
Bay Area also kill off butterflies, a federal toxicolo study has
found.

Butterfly populations common to the Antioch Dunes National
Wildlife Refuge dropped by as much as a third when the larvae
and host plants were sprayed with each of three standard
herbicides, according to the study commissioned by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.

The findings do not bode well for the endangered Lange’s metalmark, a once abundant butterfly that now exists only in the Antioch
dunes.

“A lot of people believe that herbicides don’t have an effect on animal life, but we found that they can have an effect,” said John
Stark, an ceo-toxicologist from Washington State University’s Puallup Research and Extension Center, which co-authored the
study. “We found that these three herbicides had a negative effect on these butterflies.”

The team of experts was trying to determine whether weed killers harm the Lange’s metalmark, but they could not conduct
experiments on an endangered species so they used the Behr’s metalmark, a close relative.

Stark said the compounds triclopr, sethoxvdim and imazapvr were sprayed on the butterfly larvae and on the insects’ favorite host
plant, naked stem buckwheat. The larvae were then raised in the laboratorv over several months.

All three substances, which are the primary ingredients in common weed killers, had previously been used at the dunes to control
invasive weeds.

The results, published this ear in the scientific journal Environmental Pollution, showed a 25 percent to 30 percent reduction in
the number of adult butterflies that eventually emerged compared to an unsprayed control group.

“When you are dealing with endangered species that are teetering on the brink of extinction, that is a very large number,” Stark said.

Exotic plant threat

The findings are particularly troubling for those trving to prevent extinction of the Lange’s metalmark, which have gone into a
precipitous decline since 1999, when 2,300 butterflies were counted at the dunes. There are now only 74 individuals known to exist
in the world, all of them at the 55—acre site in Antioch.

There have been three damaging fires in the area since 2002, but experts believe the primarv reason for the decline is the
encroachment of exotic plants on butterfly habitat. The most threatening invader is the winter vetch, a vine that climbs up native
buckwheat and sends out tendrils that crowd out larvae and strangle the plant.

Herbicides needed

Fish and Wildlife managers say they need herbicides to control the killer weeds.

A century ago, there were some 25,000 Lange’s metalmark butterflies in the Antioch dunes. At that time, the dunes were ioo-foot
high sand drifts stretching for 400 acres along the south shore of the San Joaquin River.

The ancient dunes were so isolated that dozens of species of unique plants and insects evolved in the system.
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The ecosystem began changing when people began diggiiig up the sand dunes to make bricks, many of which were used to rebuild

San Francisco after the 1906 earthquake. Nevertheless, in the 1930s, 13 endemic plants and insects were documented living in the

dune system, said Louis Terrazas, the wildlife refuge specialist for the fish and Wildlife Service.

3 unique species left

The land was also used for a vineyard and pig farm. Mining continued until 1980 when the federal government stepped in to create

the refuge. By then the dune habitat was fragmented. Of the 13 unique species, Terrazas said, only the endangered Contra Costa

wallflower, Antioch Dunes evening-primrose and the Lange’s metalmark butterfly were left.

The refuge was closed to the pttblic in 1986 to protect the plants and insects, including the naked stem buckwheat, which is

considered a key to butterfly survival.

Of the three herbicides studied, Antioch refuge managers now use only triclopyr, mainly on woody plants and trees in areas far away

from the prime butterfly habitat.

“We would prefer not to use them,” Terrazas said. “We try to use other methods, including grazing, weed whacking and pulling, but
unfortunately sometimes we do need to use herbicides.”

At-risk butterflies in danger

Stark said it could be an inert additive and not the active ingredients of the three herbicides that is killing butterflies and larvae. It is
also possible that the chemicals are somehow changing the nutritional value of the buckwheat, indirectly harming the larvae.

What’s clear is that other at-risk and endangered butterflies may also be in danger in places where weed killers are applied.

“The results will be tised as a factor in making management decisions about the timing, buffers and application of herbicides as a
conservation intervention,” said Cathy Johnson, a Fish and Wildlife environmental contaminants specialist and a co—author of the
study.

Peter finirite is a San Francisco Chronicle staff writer. plImriteQIsfillroniele.et)nI
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